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Cover: An arc diagram created using the R-chie web-server showing RNA base pair predictions by two programs for an alignment of Cripavirus IRES
homologs (Rfam family RF00458). Each horizontal line represents a sequence of the alignment, and each arc represents a predicted base pair between
two positions of the sequence. The same alignment comprising seven sequences is drawn for each prediction (top and bottom), highlighting the degree of
evolutionary conservation for each predicted base pair: conserved base pairs (green), co-varying base pairs (dark and light blue), and invalid base pairs
(red). Unpaired bases are in black and gaps in grey. The top arcs represent base pairs predicted by the program Transat, coloured by increasing
statistical signiﬁcance from dark to light blue, with mutually exclusive predictions in grey. The bottom arcs correspond to base pairs corresponding the
RNA secondary structure predicted by Mfold for the ﬁrst sequence of the alignment. Base pairs are coloured by increasing amount of covariation, from
dark to light orange. The R-chie web server and the underlying R package R4RNA are freely available at http://www.e-rna.org/r-chie/.
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